
2. Hardware setup
• Hardware Architecture

• Controller Design

The reason why we use Arduino to control the robot is that we can’t control the robot by computer directly. If we want to

make our robot move, we need an embedded system to send the movement signal to the remote controller. And the embedded

system we used is Arduino. The Fig. 3 shows how the controller works.

• Costmap: The map that the robot will see. It holds the information of the obstacles in the form of grids on the map.

• Global_planner(Global_planner): Global planner will read the coordinate from the ‘/goal’ topic and compute the global

path based on global costmap.

• Local_planner(TEB_local_planner): The local planner receives the global path from the global planner. It tends to follow

the global path but compute the detailed movements depending on the capacity of different robots.

• Recovery_behavior(stepback_and_steerturn_recovery): When the trajectory from the local planner is not feasible in real-

time, the move base will turn to recovery behavior to escape from the current state to compute another trajectory.

3. RTAB-MAP

4. ROS Navigation

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 8 Navigation stack

V-SLAM can be illustrated in five blocks in Fig. 10: Initialization, Visual odometry, loop closure, optimization and Mapping.

- Initialization of the global coordinate system enables the system to correctly

identify the sensor location within the coordinate system.

- Visual odometry provides the information of the camera’s motions and poses.

- Loop closure can judge whether the robot passes through the same place by

image matching.

- Optimized pose estimation will be utilized to locate the camera within the

system coordinate if loop closures happen.

- Mapping projects the point cloud created from the images’ feature points to the

grid map.

5. Result & Analysis

A . Gazebo Simulation

B . Real-world Environment

Discussion

Several aspects need to be considered:

1. ROI of auto-exposure is set to avoid the effect of sunlight.

2. Same path might need to be recorded repeatedly in order to either fix the drift in odometry and clear the false obstacles

on the map.

3. The speed while mapping the environment can’t be too fast in case that the

computing doesn’t catch up the speed.

4. The height of the sidewalk is sometimes too low to be detected by camera and

lidar.

5. Since the controller frequency is retained to 2Hz, the robot will not avoid fast

moving obstacles like bicyclers in time.

6. Lanes and road signs aren’t taken into consideration. For on road

implementation, integration of computer vision is needed.

7. The mapping session consumes large memory, time, computation resources and

power.

Fig. 5 Gazebo simulation and result 

Fig. 6 mapping result of peripheral and square of Delta

Fig. 7 Navigation results with obstacle avoidance

6. Conclusion

In this project, we rolled out an implementation of system integration for an autonomous vehicle. The system provides an architecture which is composed of visual SLAM, RTAB-MAP, and ROS navigation stack with modification plugins. The proposed model is based

on a 4-wheel drive RC model with a stereo camera and a lidar as the sensors. The setup along with some modifications with respect to the result of trials can realize the purpose of outdoor autonomous navigation under a controlled complex environment. After the tests,

defects, like detection failure of lower obstacles or odometry drifting, were found. In future work, the reinforcement of odometry and the direct use of a human-based map on navigation can be carried out. As a result, our proposed robot with a promising autonomous driving

capability looks forward to becoming a foundation for further research or application with self-driving cars on campus.

Realization of Outdoor autonomous navigation based on RTAB-MAP
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1. Abstract

Self-driving has been a prevailing topic of research for years. Preceding research has shown promising result within

indoor environment while outdoor application has faced some hindrances, such as complexity and noises of the outdoor

condition. Thus, in this paper, we’ll present a simple framework of autonomous driving in an unknown outdoor space for

further research on real-world on-road implementation.
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